Let K_ be a concrete category and ~ a congruence on K . Let b e generated by a class Jt = Jfx U J?i of pairs of £-morphisms such that {Aova.fi; (3g)({f, g) £ Jtx)} and {rng/; (3g)({f, g) £ ^2)} are small sets. Then K/~ is concrete. Consequently, if ~ is generated by a small set of pairs of morphisms, then K/~ is concrete.
By the Kucera theorem [5] , every category is a factorization of a concrete category. V. Koubek and J. Reiterman in [4] showed that factorizing a full subcategory of Set we obtain a concrete category again. In fact, the reason is that there are only very "simple" congruences on the full subcategory of Set and they cannot spoil the concreteness of the factor. This leads to a natural question: How rich must the congruence spoiling concreteness be? For example, can it be generated by one pair of morphisms? The answer is no; moreover, there is a wide class of congruences that preserves concreteness, because they are small in some sense. In particular, any congruence generated by a small set of pairs of morphisms preserves concreteness. For every congruence on a full subcategory of Set that has the mentioned property [4] , any factor of such category is concrete.
I am indebted to professor Vera Trnková for turning my attention to this problem and for many valuable comments.
Conventions. By a category we always mean a locally small one. If K is a category, then K_m denotes the class of all ^-morphisms.
We work in the Gödel-Bernays set theory with the axiom of choice. We denote by On the class of all ordinal numbers and by Cn the class of all cardinal numbers. 1.1. Definitions. A congruence ~ is called d-small (r-small, resp.) if there is a class J[ such that JK = {(f, gt); t £ T} generating ~ in such a way that {domf, ; t £ r}({rng/( ; t £ T} , resp.) is a small set. A small congruence is a congruence generated by a small set of pairs of morphisms.
Let {~, ; i £ 1} be a set of congruences on K_. By its join, Vj ~< > we mean the congruence generated by \J¡ ~,. We say that K satisfies the Isbell «-condition if for every «-tuple Xi,..., X" of Al-objects there is a choice set (denoted by Af*, ..., *" ) of «-spans over Xi, ... , Xn such that every «-span over Xx, ... , Xn is equivalent to some «-span in MXl(i")X".
Clearly the Isbell 2-condition is the well-known Isbell condition.
Proposition. A category K is concrete iff it satisfies the Isbell n-condition for every « > 2.
Proof. <= is obvious as K then satisfies the Isbell condition [3] . [5y]Ñ ow consider the diagram in K_ on the same objects as above but with morphisms / instead of [f]~ ■ We obtain a proper class of 2-spans but as K_ is concrete, there must be only a set of nonequivalent 2-spans. Without loss of generality we can suppose that the whole class consists of equivalent 2-spans. Define P¡■ -PA n ({/} x A) for each i £ A. Clearly PA = \J¿€A P¡ is a disjoint union. As card ,4 = k -(2X)+ , there must be i, j, £ A such that n(P¡) = n(Pj). Without loss of generality let (i, j) € P¡. Then there exists I £ A such that n(i, j) = 71(7', /) • Thus (1, j) = (j, I), a contradiction.
Hence K/~ is a concrete category. G 4.2. Corollary. For K a concrete category, ~ a congruence on K the following holds:
(i) If ~ is small, then Ay~ is concrete; (ii) if ~ is r-small, then K/~ is concrete; (iii) if ~ is a join of d-small and r-small congruences, then Ay~ is concrete.
Proof, (i) and (ii) are obvious.
(iii) Let ~ = ~i V ~2 where ~i is ¿/-small and ~2 is r-small. K/~x = Kx is concrete by the Theorem and »2 defined as in § 1 is also r-small. For K x / «2 concrete and K/~ =A21/«2, K/~ is concrete. D
